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Abstract

“

PressOnDemand is the first decentralized massage, therapy, and beauty marketplace utilizing blockchain technology.
Users may instantly book and schedule a service provider to their home, office, or location with just a press of a button.”
“PressCoin Tokens are a usage token which will operate on the PressOnDemand Ethereum blockchain. This token is intended as a medium of exchange for payment and interacting with the PressOnDemand platform. Press Coins Tokens are a
utility rather than a security and are not intended as an investment vehicle.”
“The POD DApp acts as a portal to an intuitive marketplace that will enable a global, decentralized platform to exchange a
provider’s time and skills for altcoins, Fiat, and other digital currencies. PressOndemand provides an all-inclusice ecosystem to book, schedule, market, track, report, serach acquire, and pay for goods and sevices.

PressOnDemand is the first decentralized ondemand platform with in-Dapp store, Powered by smartcontracts utilizing
blockchain technology. Users can instantly book and schedule a service provider to their home, office, or most locations
with the press of a button. The decentralized design of the PressOnDemand platform eliminates the middlemen, making
the whole service more efficient and transparent as well as saving money for both the service provider and the customer.
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Abstract
The PressOnDemand DApp (Decentralized Application) enables global service providers to trade their time and skills for
currency in the form of PressCoin (Press). This unit of exchange powers the PressOnDemand (POD) platform as a usage
token. A user-friendly Dapp will enable individuals and service providers to interact and send payments from anywhere
in the world using just their mobile devices. PressOnDemand combines the immutability of blockchain technology with
an integrated loyalty reward program and smart contract generation to create a user-friendly ecosystem for consumers
and providers. Custom purchase options are available with each booking for the convenience of the customer, allowing
upselling opportunities for the service provider.

As the PressOnDemand community grows, most developed regions and countries will be able to offer a service provider
to the customer within an hour. While introducing the platform in wellness, massage therapy, and beauty marketplace,
PressOnDemand will be scaled to incorporate multiple industries including home improvements, cleaning, computer
repair, pool maintenance, and all ondemand services . PressOnDemand is a concept which combines the best of both
worlds: a single point of contact for accessing an array of services and providers coupled with a decentralized framework that provides transparency and security.
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Market & Analysis
Major online shopping and service platforms like Home Advisor, eBay, and Amazon have a stranglehold on the market
and continue to grow annually. Due to the dominance and financial muscle of these players, it is extremely hard for new
entrants to compete. Small businesses aiming to challenge the status quo are faced with significant marketing and advertising costs that severely stretch their limited resources.

Research conducted in 2016 found that nearly half of small businesses in the US did not have a website and one in five
had no plans to develop one. Meanwhile, the growth of the on-demand economy has ramped up the desire for goods
and services to be delivered quicker than ever. As a consequence, businesses need to be nimble enough to respond to
shortened planning cycles. To survive, many retailers have been forced to throw their lot in with Amazon, resulting in
dramatically reduced profit margins due to the resultant fulfilment costs.

There is clearly a need for a decentralized marketplace which enables service providers to compete on an even playing
field, one where the only attribute that matters is quality, as opposed to market share or advertising budget. For a decentralized marketplace to gain traction however, it needs to be as easy to use as eBay, Amazon, or Home Advisor. Current attempts at creating peer-to-peer marketplaces using blockchain technology are often constrained by desktop-only
clients that require a degree of technical sophistication to master.

For a decentralized marketplace to enjoy mass adoption it needs to be lightweight, user-friendly, mobile-compatible,
and accessible even for users with no knowledge of blockchain. Consumers want the ease and convenience of having
service providers show up at their location on their schedule and the simpler the process the better.

The initial focus for PressOnDemand will be the health and wellness sector, with the release of the PressOnDemand
DApp. This DApp and corresponding infrastructure has been designed with scalability in mind, not only in terms of increased adoption but also increased diversification. Over 100 additional service industries are suitable for the decentralized model being pioneered by PressOnDemand. Once the consumer service industries such as home repairs, transportation and personal fitness have been catered for, the next phase will be to take on industrial and commercial business
needs. These could include production line controller (PLC) upkeep, food storage/processing service calls, building
maintenance and repairs, etc.
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PressOnDemand DApp Design
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PressOnDemand DApp Features
• A decentralized marketplace accepting almost any type of payment
• Highly scalable and versatile technology
• In-app purchases and up-sale opportunities
• Automated sales and marketing functions for service providers
• Fully integrated customer relation management system
• A robust loyalty and bonus rewards program
• Mobile simplicity alongside a full featured web user interface
• GIS routing, scheduling, and waypoint routing
• Reporting, tracking, and management functionality for service providers
• Management and logic functions for the PressOnDemand business
• One-button click to request a massage/therapist to location
• Booking platform by which service providers will operate as independent contractors
• Automated SMS confirmation reply with arrival time and location for references
• Simple appointment scheduling and rescheduling for customers
• Other health professional requests and data handling needs such as trainers, massage therapists etc
• Quick access to an online store for all related products including massage, fitness, wellness, health &
beauty
• In-DApp videos for products and technique demonstrations
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User Experience
The PressOnDemand DApp and user interface will provide a single portal by which users and providers can access the
decentralized marketplace. Although designed primarily for mobile users, who will be able to install the free app from
the iOS and Google Play stores, there will also be a web interface that can be accessed by desktop user’s browser.

Utilizing ESRI’s ArcGIS, the DApp will provide a GIS (Geographical Information System) providing location information,
delivered via a digital map that is easy to use. This feature will be used to provide customer location information, service
provider and trainer statuses and positions, news of regional promotions, times and routes for upcoming appointments.

Service providers can implement active follow-up alerts to keep customers informed. Administered via the PressOnDemand DApp, these can include emails, text messages, and push notifications that are automatically sent to customers
based on specific criteria.
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User Experience
Other features that will be incorporated into the DApp will be the ability for users to leave reviews of service providers, to save their favorite providers for future reference, and to seamlessly make payment for bookings using a range of
methods. In addition to credit card and ewallet options, the PressOnDemand platform will allow users to pay for services
using a range of cryptocurrencies in the form of bitcoin, ether, waves, and other alt coins as well as the DApp’s proprietary PressCoin token.

Bookings that are made via the PressOnDemand app will be executed using smart contracts (stateful applications
administered on the Ethereum network) which will feature OnDemandPAY (to be announced). These cryptographically secure contracts can verify or enforce performance of the contract and are a standard feature of theses blockchain
ecosystems. In the case of PressOnDemand, smart contracts will be used to provide proof of booking and proof of time
stamp, verifying the time slot and to holding tokens in escrow until the service has been completed. Following a lock-in
period, tokens will be released and passed on to the service provider unless the customer has raised an objection, such
as in the event of a service provider or customer failing to honor an appointment.
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PressCoin
PressCoin Tokens are an ERC20 usage token which will operate on the PressOnDemand and Ethereum blockchain. This
token is intended as a medium of exchange for accessing and interacting with the PressOnDemand platform.

Users will be incentivized to participate through zero fee transactions and an aggressive rewards program. POD payments made with credit card, ewallet, or cryptocurrencies other than PressCoin for services booked through PressOnDemand will incur a convience booking fee of 10-20%. This will cover the costs of transactions through the blockchain,
DApp development, expansion, convenience payment processing, and administration fees. PressCoins will be issued via
a Pre-Sale, Contribution, and future Coin Offering, with holders able to enjoy zero fees on all payments made for services booked on PressOnDemand for the first two years. For the third year, payments made using PressCoins will receive a
50% discount on fees compared to that of other payment methods.

The total PressCoins token supply stands at 100 million and the price of each token will be determined by market forces
following completion of the offerings. Users will be able to purchase tokens using fiat currencies and other cryptocurrencies from a variety of platforms and sources.
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PressCoin
Tokens can be stored on any Ethereum compatible wallet that accept tokens. Token holders may use PressCoins tokens
to interact with the PressOnDemand platform or to transfer them to other individuals or entities in possession of a compatible wallet. PressCoins token are designed as a utility rather than a security and are not intended as an investment
vehicle. Market forces will dictate the price that sellers and buyers are willing to pay for the tokens, however their price
may fluctuate. Individuals or companies may choose to trade PressCoin tokens P2P via decentralized exchanges or by
other means, but such matters are beyond the control of PressOnDemand.

PressCoins will be set at a fixed rate of 1 PressCoin = 0.0010 ETH (1 ETH = 1,000 PressCoin)*. Hard Cap is set in tokens
(70M) With the bonus rates applied during the first weeks of participation, we expect to have a Cap of around 25K ETH.
With that sum we would be able to finish platform develop, incentivize our ecosystem, and deploy a worldwide marketing strategy. In the event we do not reach the minimum cap, all the funds will be returned.
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PressCoin Wallet
Each PressOnDemand user can access their own digital wallet that will be built into the DApp. This multi-purpose
wallet is designed to store PressCoin and to facilitate its exchange for PressCoin tokens, which serve as the medium
of exchange within the platform. These tokens can be used exclusively for purchasing products and services within the
app, and are tied 1:1 with the US dollar at a rate of 1 Press token to 1 dollar. The primary purpose for using tokens is to
provide a stable exchange mechanism and to enable users to maintain a digital currency balance within the app in the
knowledge that its price won’t be subject to the sort of fluctuations dictated by external market forces.

In addition to facilitating transactions between PressCoin and POD, the wallet will make use of smart contracts which
are used to implement a number of blockchain-based functions that play an integral role in the functionality of the app’s
service elements. The PressOnDemand wallet will be used to:

·

Deduct token credits for products and services purchased

·

To administer transaction fees, which will be no more than 5%

·

To facilitate escrow payment for services booked and ultimately transfer to the provider upon completion
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Smart Contracts
PressOnDemand smart contracts are used to enforce agreements provided certain conditions have been met. The
PressOnDemand protocol operates an Ethereum-based ERC20 smart contract. The smart contracts that have been
programmed into the protocol using Solidity enable chains of interactions between users to be implemented including
payment for goods and services, deposits for bookings, and deduction of platform fees. Fee and award remittances are
implemented directly as a smart contract using PressCoins as the medium of exchange.
There are multiple layers which make up the PresOnDemand platform. The application layer handles the UI side of
things, while a protocol layer takes care of the functionality. PressOnDemand (POD) ethereum smart contracts utilizing
blockchain technology provide a number of benefits over a conventional fiat currency-powered platform. These benifits
include the transparency of all transactions, prevention of fraud, chargebacks and automatic token distribution to all
parties. The bulk of the revenue will go to the service provider with the platform’s administration fee automatically deducted in the process. The PressOnDemand protol’s smart contract mechanics will also enable developers to check the
parameters assigned to it using an API or the contract’s built-in functions. These input values are passed to developers
through the backend layer.
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Smart Contracts
The PressOnDemand (POD) smart contract layer will also perform various functions such as checking the availability of a
service provider and then displaying possible time slots to the customer. Variables such as location, date and the travel
time it will take the service provider to reach the customer’s address will be used to calculate the provider’s arrival.
Smart contract technology will also aim to provide a therapist with the most efficient order of bookings possible to maximize their availability and minimize travel time.
An API will be available for developers wishing to integrate PressOnDemand with third party services or to display prices
and calendars on websites and other places on the web. For example, a service provider could embed a widget in their
website that would be connected to the PressOnDemand platform, revealing slots that are available for phyiscal location
providers. Customers can then click on the widget and book a service using the PressOnDemand web client or mobile
app.
The range of functions and processes that smart contracts can administer is extensive and wide-ranging. Initially, development of the PressOnDemand platform, built on top of the blockchain, will focus on the essential tasks that are required for the service to function. Once these core functions have been successfully implemented, work will commence
on more advanced features implemented with the aid of smart contracts. These will include a loyalty program, with
regular customers able to earn points which can be redeemed against a repeat booking with a favorite service provider
or used to claim in-store discounts.
The store will also make use of smart contracts to check stock availability and quantities and the API will be able to
query these functions to provide near-instant updates. Time-related features, including updating the current exchange
rate between PressCoins and Press tokens will also be smart contract-based.
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Waves-NG
The newest evolution in blockchain technology is Waves-NG. Waves is a next-generation consensus algorithm, based on
the Bitcoin-NG proposal but designed to address bitcoin’s scalability issues, increasing network throughput to hundreds
of transactions per second. In a traditional blockchain model, blocks are discovered at roughly similar intervals and the
most recent transactions are processed once a miner has earned the right to submit them to the network. This places
fundamental limits on the capacity of the blockchain. In the Waves NG model, the next miner is selected in advance. The
miner creates a ‘key block’, which is immediately filled with micro-blocks containing the transaction, requiring no further
proof-of-work. This maintains the open structure of the protocol and allows transactions to be confirmed as fast as the
network will allow.

PressOnDemand is always looking to where technology is going, and not where it is, therefore keeping our thumb on the
pulse thus a very close eye to Bitcoin-Waves-NG as our next generation and implemetation of blockchain technology.

PressOndemand is looking to incorporate this concept onto the PressOnDemand network platform to improve blockchain speed and bandwidth by tuning its parameters to deal with the scalability and the speed of traditional blockchain
varification of blocks. Waves-NG qualitatively outperforms Bitcoin in almost all metrics across the entire measured
range. The bandwidth of Bitcoin is limited by the processing speed of the individual nodes, as higher throughput does
not introduce key-block forks. The consensus delay is determined directly by the network propagation time because all
nodes must agree on the main chain after they receive the latest key block. Waves-NG proves it is possible to improve
the scalability of blockchain protocols as the consensus latency is limited only by the network diameter and the only
bottleneck lies in node processing power. Such scaling is key in allowing blockchain technology to fulfill its promise of
implementing trustless consensus for a variety of demanding applications including payments, digital asset transactions,
and smart contracts — at global scale.
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Artificial Intellegence
PressOnDemand, Artificial Intelligence research seeks to further advance the field of automation, access and machine
intelligence. PressOnDemand seeks to make its network the most user friendly intuitive marketplace platform for service
providers and consumers alike to give underdeveloped nations access to resources like never seen before . AI covers
knowledge from a variety of fields and industries with countless data, concepts, algorithms, applications, software and
hardware infrastructure to name a few. PressOnDemand’s AI, short and Long-term objectives of understanding machine intelligence in conjunction with smart contracts inplementation are bold and ambitious, and we know that making
significant progress towards AI can’t be done alone. PressOnDemand is a Community project and urge minds from all
over the word to join our community and slack channel to further make PressOnDemand a global platform to give global,
remote service providers access to jobs and oppertunities with just their mobile devices.
PressOnDemand has many projects in the pipeline, that involves linux technolgy and the POD network that we see as a
further game changer and in the field of AI that will now give access to the nukes and cranies of the billions of 3rd world
forgotten worlds population.

PressOnDemand Seeks to change the world, and is much more than just an OnDemand Application. PressOnDemand AI
research is a Job Creation Platform that seeks to shrink and change the world.
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OnDemandPay
OnDemandPay is the payment gateway that powers the PressOnDemand DApp. Developement by the PressOnDemand
team, this proprietary payment mechanism channels transactions between customer and merchant accounts, deducting
platform convenience fees in the process. Services or products that can be booked via the app such as a massage will
have a dual price displayed in the format of USD and PressCoins.

The sole purpose of the PressCoin token is to serve as a utility token, transacting within the DApp and paying for goods
and services. After creating an OnDemandPay account, which can be performed within the PressOnDemand app, the
customer will be presented with a range of fiat and cryptocurrency payment options. Funds can be transferred by credit
card or ewallet to the OnDemandPay virtual wallet which exists within the Dapp . Alternatively, cryptocurrencies in the
form of bitcoin, ether or PressCoins, etc can be sent to respective wallet addresses that are incorporated into the OnDemandPay wallet and then redeemed for services at the push of a button.

The value of these crypto utility versus the US dollar will be calculated at the moment of execution within the OnDemandPay wallet and verified using a cryptographic Proof of Timestamp (PoT) hash. Thanks to trusted timekeeping, the
creation time of this transaction can be verified and it can be proven that the integrity of this record has not been subsequently altered or compromised.

Each PressOnDemand user will have access to their own secure encrypted wallet. This can be used to store and send
PressCoins and other Press tokens. Wallet balance, transactions sent and received, and other data will be stored on the
blockchain. Once the PressOnDemand platform has been launched with its core features operational, development will
commence on more advanced smart contract-based features utilizing Etereum’s network functions to further enhance
OnDemandPAY (to be announced*).
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Allocation of POD Token, PressCoin & PressCommunity
Rewards
Pre Sale & Crowdfunding
0.0010 ETH = 1 PressCoin
The PressOnDemand Allocation of Release:
Allocation:

		

100,000,000 POD Tokens

(Total Supply)

			

30,000,000 POD Tokens

(Developers, Team, Bounty, Future Marketing)

			

40,000,000 POD Tokens

(Pre-Sale - First 5 Days)

			

30,000,000 POD Tokens

(ICO Launch Release - 40 Days)

AMOUNT OF PRESSCOIN RECEIVED FOR EACH Ethereum

1 ETH = 1000 PressCoin
50% BONUS

35% BONUS

20% BONUS

15% BONUS

5% BONUS

50%

35%

20%

15%

5%

1 ETH = 1500

1 ETH = 1350

1 ETH = 1200

1 ETH = 1150

1 ETH = 1050

Nov 13th – Dec1st

Dec 2nd - Dec 7th

Dec 8th - Dec 13th

Dec 14th – Dec 20th Dec 21th – Dec 31st

After the PressCoins Token pre-sale and community participation, PressOnDemand will introduce OnDemandPAY and
PressCommunity Rewards as an additional rewardS within our ecosystem.
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Allocation of POD Token, PressCoin & PressCommunity
Rewards

ACCEPTED CRYPTO-CURRENCIES:

ETH
Additional Considerations

BTC | BCH | XRP | LTC | WAVES | DASH | NEO | XEM | XMR | MIOTA | ETC QTUM | OMG | LSK |
ZEC | BCC | ARK | STEEM | AUGUR | BAT | VERI
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Breakdown of Participation & Token Pre-Sale & ITO
PressCoin ITO will proceed through the native PressOnDemand.io official website transacting with the Ethereum blockchain network. Token creation, minting, or mining will occur after the crowdfunding period. At the end of the ITO, PressOnDemand creation will be closed permanently.
PressOnDemand reward transfers will be restricted for security reasons for one month after the end of token offering
and all unredeemed tokens will be burned. In case the maximum ITO funding cap is not reached, token distribution
bounty allocated to the PressOnDemand team will be proportional to the number of PressOnDemand tokens sold during
the ITO.
Funds raised via the Pre-Sale & ITO will go towards promotion, marketing, administration, office space, and further development of the PressOnDemand platform. There will be one-hundred million (100 million) PressCoins in total.

PressOnDemand will initially be launched on the Ethereum network with the release of 70,000,000 coins. 30,000,000 will
be held back for marketing, innovation, development, hiring, office acquisition, and legal fees.
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PressOnDemand Roadmap
1

PHASE 1

• Build community participation
• Provide an online booking & scheduling marketplace offering customers a wide range of goods and services with the option to purchases. Payments can be taken through various means of payments.

2

PHASE 2

• PressOnDemand completes development of iOS DApp after 3 years in development and will begin to integrate Ethereum Smart Contracts.
• Add detailed descriptions, video interviews, and documentation about each of the service providers and
the services they provide. The app will encourage customers to sign up and schedule the desired service or
program.
• Add additional services that will be produced and presented to the customer through the app. Videos,
demonstrations, and images will also be categorized into appropriate sections.
• Build out package deals and rewards and offer these to customers as internal ad posts to the DApp’s
main screen interface. This will include treatments, products and packages. The prepaid treatments can be
scheduled or stored and used as necessary through the “Request a service provider function.
• Produce a reminder and motivational feature which a customer and therapist can set up and activate.
This may remind them to drink an 8oz glass of water each hour, get to the gym by 6am, take a walk around
the block, or any other habit the therapist would like to reinforce.
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PressOnDemand Roadmap
3

PHASE 3

• Add additional services for the customer through the DApp. Fully integrated on OnDemandPAY
• Create an automated dispatch and tracking system for all professionals in the field. The back-office
application will be integrated with ESRI’s ArcMap 10.x software for Geographical Information System (GIS)
connectivity. This would provide map data and analysis to a variety of hardware platforms including PCs,
laptops, tablets and smartphones. All user interface tasks are optimized for traditional keyboard/mouse
entry or a full touch environment. This integration will produce real-time waypoint routing to professionals
in the field and geographic availability of therapists to customers. Historical and market analysis procedures make good use of the same data to pinpoint where customers are most concentrated. Demographic
analysis will provide additional insight for marketing decision making tasks.

PHASE 4

4
• Further global penetration in both the developed and under-developed world markets (Asia, India, Europe,
Africa)
• Develop nodes; sections where the service providers can link or upload appropriate information available to share with the users. Update and adjustment capabilities will be included and historical changes
tracked throughout the program. With this addition, the platform will form a one-stop portal for obtaining
any and all pertinent information regarding a particular customer. Notes, sessions, injuries, physical activities, nutrition, and health care plans name will all be accessible to the therapist, but encrypted to safeguard personal data.

PHASE 5

5
• Introduce and integrate the Press Debit Card and Point of Sale (POS) system.
• Develop the necessary hardware and infrastructure to service anywhere in the world.
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PressOnDemand Roadmap
• Complete business automation software system that could include: accounts receivable, accounts payable, general
ledger, payroll, employee performance analysis, and additional customer relation management processes.
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Revenue Predictions
Revenue will be primarily based on the number of daily users and their spending habits. Initially, this DApp will be released and utilized by an established, high-end, professional athletic customer base. This will provide immediate credibility and revenue generation through daily in-DApp purchases. As marketing and word-of-mouth advertising grows, the
customer base and number of daily users will grow exponentially.

Appointment Commission Revenue:
• 5-10% of in-DApp purchases will be retained by PressOnDemand
• Brand ambassadors will receive a 1-3% referral commission for new customers brought to the PressOnDemand platform.
• With 10,000 worldwide providers in the system, a projected 50,000 appointments per day, and average transactions of
$150 each, daily revenue would be $1,500,000 at the 10% level.

Store Sales Revenue:
• All store items will have a minimum 10-20% markup on the products. Shipping and taxes will be rolled into the price,
for ease of purchase.
• Pricing will be configured so that POD will earn a minimum profit of $10 per item sold (Not Using PressCoins).
• With 100,000 items sold, revenue would be estimated to reach $1,000,0000

Additional Revenue:
• Video content play buttons in product revenue generator on product and services views.
• Marketing of in DApp promotions to highlight products and services from vendors.
• Licensing of technology platform (POD templates for service providers to have personalized POD applications through
the POD platform).

• PressOnDemand Private Identity blockchain Ledger.
• PressOnDemand Private Booking & Scheduling. (Additional variation of platform to be announced).
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PressOnDemand Additional Services (Q2 2018)
•

Housekeeping

•

Car Wash

•

Baby Sitting

•

Child Tutoring

•

Bodyguard Services

•

Document Destruction

•

Animation

•

Tax Preparation

•

Design and web

•

E Commerce

•

Legal

•

Pet Care

•

Food Delivery

•

Photography

•

Construction, Handyman

•

Dog Training, Dog Walking

•

Repair and technical support, Computer Repair

•

Etc,….
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Ambassador Incentives
PressOnDemand (POD) Coin holders and members of the crypto-community can apply to become PressOnDemand ambassadors. PressOnDemand ambassadors will function as local backers, experts, and officials of the POD ecosystem in
their local regions. They must be informed and enthusiastic about blockchain, smart contract technology, as well as the
humanitarian efforts. Successful applicants will be ambassadors for a minimum of two years.

The benefits (POD) ambassadors will receive are plentiful.
Ambassadors will:

• Become part of the PressOnDemand global ambassador network.
• Become recognized figures in the POD Ecosystem.
• Become recognized figures in the cryptocurrency world.
• First to be updated on POD events and Bonuses.
• Receive 10 PressCoins as an initial bonus for being selected as an ambassador.
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Projected Financials
Projections
Each therapist performs 5 appointments per day at an average of $200/each. Press retains 10% of total sale for administrative fees. Expenses will be kept to 10% of revenue initially and decline over time.

MONTH

THERAPISTS

REVENUE

EXPENSES

PROFIT

1

15

$90,000

$75,600

$14,400

2

30

$180,000

$150,840

$29,160

3

45

$270,000

$225,180

$44,820

4

60

$360,000

$298,800

$61,200

5

75

$450,000

$371,700

$78,300

6

90

$540,000

$443,880

$96,120

7

120

$720,000

$588,960

$131,040

8

150

$900,000

$736,200

$163,800

9

180

$1,080,000

$883,440

$196,560

10

210

$1,260,000

$1,030,680

$229,320

11

240

$1,440,000

$1,177,920

$262,080

12

300

$1,800,000

$1,427,400

$327,600

$9,090,000

$7,410,600

$1,634,400

1st YEAR TOTAL

[ Table 1. Revenue, Expense, and Profit Projections for First Year in Operation ]
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Projected Financials
[ Projections cont’d]

YEAR

THERAPISTS

REVENUE

EXPENSES

PROFIT

2

360

$21,600,000

$15,614,200

$5,985,800

3

720

$43,200,000

$25,228,400

$17,971,600

$43,200,000

$48,253,200

$24,120,840

TOTAL

[ Table 2. Revenue, Expense, and Profit Projections for future operation ]

Conclusion

PressOnDemand is a platform that is launching at the perfect time in history, capitalizing on the rise of the on-demand
economy coupled with the excitement in blockchain-based solutions that are more equitable and transparent for all
parties. The potential use cases for PressOnDemand are huge, covering over 100 service industries and a multi-trillion
dollar economy.

To succeed, PressOnDemand doesn’t need to ‘disrupt’ these markets: it simply needs to gain a modest market share and
then scale gradually, building a strong community of passionate and incentivized users along the way.

For participants seeking an opportunity to get in early on a blockchain-based project with a working prototype and
sound business model, PressOnDemand is as timely as it is relevant. With the ability to transact in fiat or crypto, users
are incentivized to make use of the platform’s proprietary PressCoin but are not duty bound to adopt it.
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Projected Financials
Smartphone commerce has reached a point whereby consumers demand one-press simplicity in everything they do.
PressOnDemand has the necessary community support, partnerships, and technology to revolutionize an untapped service market, creating sizable returns for its participants and benefiting service providers and consumers alike.
PressOnDemand is offering a limited number of participants an opportunity to get in early on this innovative platform,
set not only to be at the forefront of the emerging mobile on-demand service industry, but to dominate the global market through a set of well-planned and carefully executed phases and developments.

Sincerely,
“PressOnDemand - Instant Booking & Scheduling, OnDemand!”

“

“A NEW WAY BUSINESS IS DONE!”
Smartphone and mobile purchasing are reaching full saturation levels with consumers demanding one-click simplicity
in everything they do. PressOnDemand has the necessary community support, partnerships, and advanced technology to
revolutionize a fully untapped service market, creating sizable returns for all its investors!
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HELPFUL LINKS
Ethereum Forums
Ethereum StackExchange
Ethereum Documentation
Ethereum Wiki

Official Mist Wallet
MyEtherwallet (Web)
Jaxx.io (Mobile)
Metamask (Chrome)

Exodus Wallet

What is Etherscan?
Etherscan Knowledge base

PressOnDemand

